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Preface
The Tao of Cold
hat you have picked up and opened this book, even if tentatively, is a bold first step.
You have begun the journey. You already have an inkling of a truth that I will confirm
for you now: Cold is your friend. Do not shrink away from it. Embrace it. When the
temperature passes stealthily through that magical threshold of thirty-two degrees
Fahrenheit, or zero degrees Celsius, it opens doors for us into a new realm.
This revelation does not come easily to us humans, who must compensate for
our inadequate natural defenses against the cold by donning artificial skin and fat
merely to survive. We don’t have the fur of polar bears or the blubber of seals.
Yet, we have lived in middle and upper latitudes around the world—places
with winter—for thousands of years. We’ve learned not only how to survive
in cold environments but how to thrive in and enjoy them.
Why even hike and camp in winter? Granted, it’s an acquired taste.
And the very need to ask some questions precludes an easy answer. The pleasures
of winter are at once tricky to convey to the uninitiated and self-explanatory to the
participant. The joys of winter hiking and camping are spectacular, subtle, and
sometimes elusive. Few silences are as complete as a windless landscape stilled by a
thick comforter of snow. An ice- and snow-covered mountaintop above tree line will
forever redefine “white” in your mind. The low, cool light of sunny winter days throws
almost perpetual long shadows, lending the natural world a sharpness and contrast
that you won’t see on summer days when the high sun bleaches everything flat.
I referred earlier to the temperature at which water freezes in part because the
book you hold addresses the outdoor world in its frozen state—mostly, anyway. Put
on a warm hat, because much of what follows in these pages will take place below
freezing—or just barely above it. This book ostensibly offers advice on what to do
and what not to do when hiking and camping in the backcountry in winter. However,
in reality, the skills transmitted are relevant in any season and environment where
snow, sleet, freezing rain, or just-plain-cold rain may fall and where temperatures
may swing wildly from just above freezing to well below freezing. This book makes
frequent reference to “winter hiking,” although in many places, you’ll often be on
snowshoes or touring skis. Chapter 2 covers these modes of transportation.
Across the breadth of climates, latitudes, and elevation ranges that exist in the
United States, winter exhibits a multitude of personalities, sometimes resembling
spring and fall—and occasionally, in select places, making cameo appearances in
summer. Learn to recognize and coexist peacefully with those many faces of winter, and you will possess knowledge and skills directly applicable to heading into
many mountain ranges in spring or autumn or climbing a high peak in any month.

Developing winter skills is basically just adding layers of sophistication to your
three-season hiking and camping skills—earning a master’s degree in deeper cold
on top of your three-season bachelor’s degree. Once you’ve earned it, the calendar
will no longer limit your outdoor adventures.
If your interest lies only in hiking in winter, but not in sleeping outside
overnight, you may think Part II of this book is irrelevant to you. I hope you
rethink that position. Day hiking in the summer, especially on an all-day outing
that takes you miles from any road, requires a certain degree of preparedness for
emergencies: carrying extra food, clothing, and water, for instance. Get benighted
in summer, and you may spend an uncomfortable night outside—but you won’t
likely freeze to death. The winter day-tripper, though, must accept a hard truth
about this game: Accidents happen—the winter environment arguably presents
more risks and more opportunity for accidents than does summer—and spending
an unplanned night outside in winter without being prepared for it could, to put
it delicately, conclude your winter hiking career. On a winter hike that will take
you far from roads, especially a relatively difficult hike, you must be ready for the
worst—being stranded outside for the night—and know how to get through it safely.
Even if you never plan to sleep outside in winter—or at least, not deliberately—the
information in Part II is as relevant to you as your own beating heart.
There’s another, deeper reason I opened this Preface talking about the temperature at which water freezes. The transformation of water from liquid to solid
is a metaphor for the transcendence we achieve with that first step toward seeing
winter as an invitation rather than a rejection. The real, underlying agenda behind
this book is to convince you that, in many ways, temperatures below freezing (or
moderate temperatures below freezing) make heading into the backcountry easier.
Many experienced four-season outdoor adventurers will tell you the ideal temperature for moving through the backcountry is in the low to mid-twenties Fahrenheit:
If dressed properly, you won’t perspire too heavily, yet it’s not so cold that you’re
uncomfortable or at risk of losing fingers or toes, plus there’s no danger of getting
wet because everything’s frozen. Modern technical clothing and gear make getting
outside in winter a relatively comfortable experience. Then, of course, there’s another
significant benefit of winter hiking and camping: no bugs.
Indeed, once you have shed the self-limiting negative bias toward winter that
many of us harbor, you realize that, in many ways, winter is a more inviting time
of year to venture into the forests and mountains than summer—that cold is your
friend. Marry that attitude to the skills you glean from this book, and you’ll have
the business of heading into the backcountry in deep cold down . . . cold.
Michael Lanza
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A Note About Safety

Safety is an important concern in all outdoor activities. No book can
alert you to every hazard or anticipate the limitations of every reader. The
descriptions of techniques and procedures in this book are intended to
provide general information. Nothing substitutes for formal instruction,
routine practice, and plenty of experience. When you follow any of the
procedures described here, you assume responsibility for your own safety.
Use this book as a general guide to further information. Under normal
conditions, excursions into the backcountry require attention to traffic,
road and trail conditions, weather, terrain, the capabilities of your party,
and other factors. Keeping informed on current conditions and exercising
common sense are the keys to a safe, enjoyable outing.
The Mountaineers Books

